
Unlock the Future of Pediatric Telehealth

Allowing providers to do what you do best. Historically, telehealth has been designed for adults and 

workplaces. Traditional pediatric telehealth can lead to problems like lost time, efficacy, and revenue due to 

high cancellations. Studies show that the inability to engage a child to complete a telehealth session can 

result in 25% of cancellations and rescheduling of pediatric telehealth appointments¹, plus poorer 

outcomes. Therefore, improving engagement could save your practice and families thousands of dollars per 

month. To solve for this, Kismet Health is the first to create a digital playroom with built-in clinically-

informed games and interactions for children! 

Advantages of Using Kismet:

Early Results Demonstrate Positive Engagement & Retention 

With Kismet, increased engagement through play leads to better clinical outcomes. 

Boost patient
engagement

Communicate with children
through their language of play via
games and an interactive canvas

Peace of mind for everyone:
Secure, safe, and HIPAA-compliant

Streamline
workflows

Save valuable time: Focus on
quality of care with built-in controls
& single URL access

Increase revenue: Minimize missed
appointments, expand your reach,

and balance your patient load

Improve clinical
outcomes

More effective sessions: Uncover
more cues through digital tools and
a informed playroom

Leverage responsible AI: Coming
soon! Reduce documentation

burden through AI notetaking,
assisted assessments, and more

Source: 1 - Telehealth & e-Medicine: "Documented Reasons of Cancellation and Rescheduling of Telehealth Appointments During the Pandemic"

95%+ of children using Kismet successfully complete sessions
90% of children using Kismet exceed expected time in sessions by 2.5x
100% of families using Kismet successfully retained across prescribed 6-week period



How Kismet Can Elevate Your Pediatric Practice 

Play is children’s natural language used to explore, express, and experience our world, which is 
why we are the first to build a platform to meet children where they are. Our proprietary 

experience meshes live video streaming with interactive digital interventions to create the world’s 

first therapeutic platform for families, children, and providers alike.  Kismet is clinically designed 
to engage, delight, and treat children, all while harnessing the power of Kismet’s technology to 
enable a cost-efficient and high standard of care. 

Become a Leading Provider With Kismet:

Speak with a Pediatric Telehealth Expert

Interested in learning how we can improve your virtual engagement levels, streamline your 
workflows, and help improve outcomes? Kismet’s leadership team has a combined 40+ years of 
experience across clinical and high-tech settings, with leading insights on AI ethics for the 
pediatric population and how human-centered technology can solve real-world problems.  
We’d love to work with you!

Click here to schedule a free call or email us at hello@kismethealth.com. 

Play helps children:

Step into the future with a digital and developmentally appropriate playroom
Increase focus and reduce drop-outs with built-in controls 
Improve engagement via an interactive canvas and games
Secure and HIPAA-compliant platform including virtual waiting room
Unlock intelligent features, like note-taking assistance (coming soon for early users)

DESIGNED FOR PROVIDERS, BY PROVIDERS

Dr. Cierra Gromoff, the Co-Founder & CEO of Kismet Health is a Child Psychologist who has
dedicated her career to leading clinical research and telehealth programs for children and youth.

As a proud Native Alaskan (Aleut) on a mission to unlock quality care for all, Cierra has a novel
perspective on the demands of working families. Co-Founded by Silicon Valley veteran 

Christie Sander, Kismet is building the pediatric telehealth service of the future. 

https://www.kismethealth.com/articles/ai-ethics-developing-ai-for-mental-health
https://calendly.com/d/27p-gg9-3yq/speak-with-a-pediatric-telehealth-expert



